
Cannabis Issues facing California Cities
Legal production and sales of adult-use recreational cannabis in 
California, now entering its fifth year, has many cities with current 
legal markets and/or intent to opt in to carefully evaluate issues 
in three primary focus areas: taxation, concentration of uses, and 
ownership.

Any discussion of legal cannabis in California must include an 
understanding that the illicit market at all levels is thriving. This is 
due primarily to two factors; the state’s flawed opt-in/opt-out policy, 
and the crippling state tax code. Of California’s 58 counties and 482 
municipalities, only 31 counties (53%) and 182 cities (38%) allow 
some form of legal cannabis and only 114 cities (24%) allow retail 
sales.1 This provides a tremendous market for illegal cultivation 
and sales. California is the largest cannabis market in the world 
reporting $5.2 billion in 2021 legal sales.2 In contrast, the illegal 
market value is $8.7 billion.

Taxation
Federal and state tax laws are crushing the industry. As a Schedule 
1 narcotic, IRS Code 280E restricts cannabis businesses from 
deducting normal operating expenses. Additionally, the state 
weight cultivation tax requires cultivators to pay the same tax on 
product that last year sold for $1,200/lb and is now selling for 
$750/lb.3 This effectively translates to a 60% tax increase which 
must be paid prior to retail sales. The 15% state retail excise tax 
generated $336 million in 2021.4 Meanwhile, city and county tax 
policies must balance local fiscal needs with the sustainability of 
the local industry. The state has acknowledged the need to reform 
the tax policy, and one bill which would eliminate the cultivation 
tax and reduce the excise tax to 5% has been proposed but shows 
little movement in the state legislature. With federal legalization 
and taxation hovering on the horizon, many states and communities 
are playing a waiting game to see what the federal tax structure will 
look like. 

Concentration
The recent Sacramento Comprehensive Cannabis Study (SCCS) 
focused on two primary factors driving concentration of cannabis 
uses; appropriate zoning, and available building stock. Cannabis 
production, manufacturing, and distribution are industrial by nature 
and are appropriate in industrial zoned areas. These are typically 
older industrial areas with Class B and C building stock. Issues 
arise when cannabis uses potentially displace other uses or have 
perceived impacts on nearby residential neighborhoods. The SCCS 
found that while there was a brief spike in industrial rents in 2018, 
1	 California	marijuana	market	keeps	growing	as	more	cities,	counties	embrace,	August	2,	2021 -	Updated March	2,	2022,	John	Schroyer,	MJBizDaily	Chief	Correspondent
2	 California	Cannabis	Banks	$5.2	Billion	in	2021	Sales,	February	23,	2022,	Tony	Lange,	Cannabis	Business	Times
3	 Price	per	lb.	of	cannabis	falls	in	California	due	to	massive	overproduction,	January	3,	2022,	Food	Engineering	Magazine
4	 https://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/dataportal/dataset.htm?url=CannabisTaxRevenues

this has not led to widespread displacement. In addition, the SCCS 
neighborhood analysis found that cannabis businesses are for 
the most part good neighbors. They restore blighted buildings and 
provide increased neighborhood security. They do not negatively 
affect commercial and residential real estate values. Storefront 
retail dispensaries are expected to increase in number across the 
state. Many cities attempt to avoid over-concentration by requiring 
buffer distances between dispensaries. However, opening up 
additional retail and commercial zones will be necessary to meet 
the increase in demand without overcrowding retail districts.

Ownership
In California, cannabis licenses are awarded by the state, 
while permits and ownership requirements are governed at 
the jurisdictional level. Many local ordinances limit permits, 
primarily for storefront retail dispensaries amid concerns of over-
concentration. This puts a premium on ownership of these permits. 
Tracking this ownership is costly and difficult within the multi-level 
corporate structures that are prevalent in the industry. Jurisdictions 
are grappling with ownership transfer issues as consolidation 
sweeps through the industry. Communities opening new permits to 
social equity applicants must craft policy to allow these owners a 
path to wealth creation without diluting their social equity efforts. In 
addition, multi-state operators (MSOs) are furthering consolidation 
by aggressively acquiring businesses across the supply chain by 
state in anticipation of federal legalization. Communities are having 
to balance their desire for local ownership in the face of national 
and international ownership consolidation.

Conclusion
Within California, excess state taxation is a significant burden on 
both jurisdictions and operators, while it fuels the illegal market. 
Concentration concerns will continue to be at the forefront of 
community concerns, and ownership structures will need to 
balance local vs. large scale MSO interests. 
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• All	states	continue	to	experience	
positive	job	growth	rates	in	the	
first	quarter	at	rates	relatively	
consistent	with	the	previous	
quarter.	

• California	remains	in	the	upper	
tier	with	a	job	growth	rate	of	6.5	
percent,	an	increase	over	the	
previous	quarter.

• Nevada	experienced	the	highest	
job	growth	rate	at	9.6	percent,	
consistent	with	the	previous	
quarter.

• Despite	remaining	in	the	upper	tier,	
Hawaii	saw	the	largest	decrease	
in	job	growth	rates	since	the	
previous	quarter,	declining	by	
1.5	percentage	points	since	last	
quarter.
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• All	analyzed	states	remained	at	
stable	job	growth	rates	throughout	
the	first	quarter	with	only	slight	
shifts	experienced	since	the	third	
quarter.

• Following	the	trend	experienced	
by	all	analyzed	states,	job	growth	
rates	for	the	United	States	
remained	stable	in	the	first	quarter	
showing	positive	job	growth	rates	
consistent	with	those	experienced	
in	the	previous	quarter.

• Job	growth	rates	in	Nevada	
remain	above	all	other	analyzed	
states	maintaining	the	highest	job	
growth	rate	throughout	the	first	
quarter.	
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• California’s	annual	job	growth	
rate	exceeded	the	nation	in	eight	
of	the	11	major	sectors	and	total	
Nonfarm	job	growth.	Positive	job	
growth	was	experienced	in	all	
sectors,	for	both	the	state	and	
nation.

• The	most	drastic	increases	in	
state	job	growth	rates	occurred	
in	Leisure	and	Hospitality,	fueled	
by	growth	in	employment	at	
Amusement	Park	and	Food	
Service	and	Dining	occupations.

• Despite	strong	growth	in	real	
estate	occupations,	Financial	
Activities	job	growth	was	
mitigated	due	to	negative	
growth	in	credit,	securities,	and	
investment	occupations.

• Remaining	consistent	with	the	
previous	quarter,	job	growth	rates	
in	California’s	Service-Providing	
sectors, comprising 87 percent of 
Nonfarm	jobs,	remained	highest	
among	all	three	major	industry	
sectors.	

• Job	growth	rates	in	Goods-
Producing	sectors	increased	
slightly	throughout	the	first	
quarter.

• Government	sector	job	growth	
rates	experienced	a	slight	peak	in	
the	middle	of	the	quarter,	before	
declining	slightly,	ending	the	
quarter	with	a	job	growth	rate	just	
above	that	at	the	end	of	the	last	
quarter.
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California & United States Annual Major Sector Job Growth Rate

California Annual Industry Segment Job Growth Rate
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• Over	a	million	Nonfarm	jobs	were	
gained	in	California	in	the	12	
months	prior	to	March	2022.

• California’s	absolute	job	growth	
was	strongest	in	Leisure	and	
Hospitality,	led	by	growth	in	
employment	in	Amusement	Park	
and	Drinking	Place	occupations.

• California	experienced	positive	job	
growth	across	all	sectors	at	levels	
consistent	with	those	experienced	
in	the	previous	quarter.

Highlights

State Annual Average Unemployment Rate

California Absolute Annual Job Gains and Losses
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• 	Unemployment	rates	in	most	
states	remained	consistent	with	
the	previous	quarter.	Only	two	
states,	Hawaii	and	Wisconsin,	
experienced	changes	of	more	that	
one	percentage	point	from	the	
previous	quarter.	

• With	an	unemployment	rate	of	4.3	
percent,	0.5	percentage	points	
lower	than	the	previous	quarter,	
California	remains	in	the	lower	tier.	

• Approximately	39.8	percent	of	
unemployed	Californians	have	
been	out	of	work	for	more	than	
27	weeks,	a	figure	higher	than	the	
national	average	of	23.9	percent.	

• California’s	“real”	unemployment	
rate, accounting for 
underemployed	and	marginally	
attached	workers,	was	14.0	
percent,	higher	than	the	national	
average	of	12.8	percent.
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• All but four California metros 
experienced	positive	job	growth	
rates	in	the	fourth	quarter,	with	
approximately	one	half,	23	metros,	
experiencing	an	increase	in	job	
growth	from	the	fourth	quarter.	

• Remaining	consistent	with	
the	previous	quarter,	the	San	
Francisco	metro	remains	in	the	
upper-middle	tier	and	the	Los	
Angeles	metro	remains	in	the	
upper	tier.	The	Los	Angeles	metro	
accounts	for	37	percent	of	the	
state’s	absolute	job	gains	alone	
and	52	percent	when	combined	
with	the	San	Francisco	metro.

Highlights
Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate for Metropolitan and Non-Metropolitan Areas 

Highlights

• Job	growth	rates	in	all	the	major	
California	metros	followed	the	
same	trends	as	seen	throughout	
the	nation,	with	positive	job	
growth	rates	remaining	relatively	
consistent	with	those	seen	at	the	
end	of	the	previous	quarter.

• All	major	metros	except	
Sacramento	saw	a	slight	peak	
in	job	growth	rates	early	in	the	
quarter	before	leveling	out	to	
levels	similar	to	the	previous	
quarter.

• The	San	Diego	metro	remains	
highest	among	all	major	metros,	
consistent	with	the	previous	
quarter.

• The	Sacramento	metro	ended	
the	first	quarter	with	the	lowest	
job	growth	rates	among	all	major	
metros	analyzed.	

California Large MSA Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate
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State Leading Index
Quarterly Highlights

• 	Throughout	the	first	quarter,	all	
states	experienced	positive	job	
growth	rates,	continuing	to	signal	
potential	economic	recovery	
after	sudden	loss	of	jobs	in	early	
2020	resulting	from	the	COVID-19	
Pandemic.

• Similar	to	Nationwide	trends,	all	
California	metros	experienced	
positive	job	growth	ending	the	
quarter	with	job	growth	rates	
consistent	with	those	experienced	
in	the	previous	quarter.

• Unemployment	rates	have	
remained	consistent	in	the	
majority	of	states	and	California	
metros	from	the	previous	quarter.

• 	The	San	Jose,	San	Luis	Obispo,	
and	Santa	Rosa	markets	
experienced	the	lowest	average	
unemployment	rates	for	the	12	
months	ended	in	March	2022.

• Most	of	the	Bay	Area	metros	and	
counties	remain	in	the	upper	tier,	
consistent	with	trends	seen	in	the	
past	year.

• Throughout	the	first	quarter,	
unemployment	rates	have	
increased	throughout	the	majority	
of	California	with	all	but	16	
markets	seeing	unemployment	
rates	in	the	fourth	quarter	higher	
than	those	experienced	in	the	
previous	quarter,	reversing	trends	
seen	in	the	past	two	quarters.

Highlights
Annual Average Unemployment Rate for Metropolitan and Non-Metropolitan 
Areas 

For	questions	regarding	the	report	findings,	please	contact	Sean	Fisher,	EPS	Associate,	at	(916)	649-8010	or	sfisher@epssac.com.	 
For	media	and	other	inquiries,	please	contact	Helen	Schaubmayer,	CALED	Program	Manager,	at	(916)	448-8252	or	helen@caled.org.

The State Leading Index indicator predicts the six-month growth rate 
of the Coincident Index for each state, combining several indicators of 
current conditions.

Given the sudden, extreme impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on initial 
unemployment claims in recent weeks, our researchers’ standard 
approach for estimating the six-month change in coincident indexes is 
not appropriate. Therefore, the Federal Reserve Bank has suspended the 
release of the state leading indexes indefinitely.

• Despite	high	job	vacancies,	stronger	than	expected	payroll	growth	throughout	
the	first	and	second	quarters	have	started	to	calm	concerns	over	a	looming	
recession.	

• Rising	mortgage	rates	have	started	to	slow	recent	strong	housing	market	
activity.	

Economic Trends to Follow:
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